Continuous Achievement Process & Plan
2021 Quarter 1

Here at Fern Hill Elementary we value relationships with our staff,
students, families and community partners. We work towards
understanding the needs of our community and inspire through
education. We intentionally take steps to be present, positive and
proactive by eliminating barriers, improving our teaching through
culturally relevant lens and restorative practices.
Our Vision
We are a school family, where we put the
needs of our students first, by providing
access to academic achievement and
cultivating positive relationships; we develop
respectful and responsible members of our
community.

Our Mission
We inspire the whole child to be successful
through understanding needs and providing
culturally responsive instructional practices.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

1st Grade Math Goal
Achieve a 15% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By implementing a variety of supportive instructional practices (such as instructional talks, small
groups, 1:1 check-ins, and ongoing formative assessment), first grade will fluently add and subtract
within 20 improve from 0 % proficiency to 15% proficiency on the ISM of OA.C.6 (Use Strategies for
Addition and Subtraction Facts) by the end of January.

Curriculum: the standards and units we are targeting
STANDARD: 1.OA.C.6 Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtraction within 10. Use strategies such
as counting on; making ten (e.g., 8 + 6 = 8 + 2 + 4 = 10 + 4 = 14); decomposing a number leading to a ten (e.g., 13 - 4 = 13 - 3 - 1 = 10 1 = 9); using the relationship between addition and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8 + 4 = 12, one knows 12 - 8 = 4); and creating
equivalent but easier or known sums (e.g., adding 6 + 7 by creating the known equivalent 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 13).
UNIT: Unit 1 Numbers Within 10: Addition and Subtraction

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
Students will work in a whole group setting on OA.C.6 (fluently add and subtract within 20). Students will work on different models
such as drawing pictures, using manipulatives, counting on, partners of ten, and doubles. Students will build relationships by
comparing and connecting different student strategies using the rough draft math thinking. The rough draft math thinking will
increase the DOK and student engagement as they compare and contrast their strategies to others. Students will work together as a
class to create their goal for proficiency on each formative assessment. Formative assessments (progress monitoring) will be based
on the unit quizzes.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
Twice a week for 15 minutes, students will meet in a math small group to work on OA.C.6 (fluently add and subtract within 20).
Students in the small group will work on reviewing the tier one strategies and try new strategies with their group. They will work with
different manipulatives, math building blocks, number bonds, and physical strategies for counting on. Students will use peer talk in
the small group setting. These students will be monitored with formative assessments such as group exit tickets at the end of each
group. Students will reflect on their work in a conference and decide what they want to focus on in their next group meeting.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER III ON THESE STANDARDS
There will be weekly commination from general educators of what tier one and two instruction is currently focusing on for the
standard. This will allow tier three to accommodate the students' needs in that standard and provide them with strategies that have
already been introduced.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

1st Grade ELA Goal
Achieve a 20% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By implementing a variety of supportive instructional practices (such as instructional talks, small
groups, 1:1 check-ins, and ongoing formative assessment), first grade will retell a story with key
details and the lesson, improving from 6% proficiency to 20% proficiency on the ISM of RL.2 by the
end of January.

Curriculum: the standards and units we are targeting
STANDARD: RL.1.2 Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson.
UNIT: Schoolwide Reading Fiction

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
Students will work in a whole group setting on Rl.2 (retell a story and tell the lesson of the story). Students will work with sentence
stems, graphic organizers, and pictures. Students will build relationships by comparing and connecting different student ideas and
strategies through conversation and sharing. Including student conversations will increase the DOK and student engagement as they
compare and contrast their strategies and ideas to others. Students will work together as a class to create their goal for proficiency
on each formative assessment. Formative assessments (progress monitoring) will be based on common formative assessments.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
Twice a week for 15 minutes, students will meet in a reading guided small group to work on RL.2 (retell a story and identify the
lesson). Students in the small group will work on reviewing the tier one strategies and try new strategies with their group. They will
work with graphic organizer with sentence stems included, verbal explanations, and retelling through drawing. Students will use peer
talk in the small group setting. These students will be monitored with formative assessments such as group exit tickets at the end of
each group. Students will reflect on their work in a conference and decide what they want to focus on in their next group meeting.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER III ON THESE STANDARDS
Interventions will receive a copy of our weekly plans, so they know how they can support students with this standard. Students will
receive services once a day for 30 minutes. Students will receive interventions based on their IEP accommodations.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

1st Grade SEL Goal
Achieve a 65% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By January 28, 2022, 65% of Fern Hill students will demonstrate a positive response in social
awareness as measured by reporting almost always true or often true for the questions in the social
awareness competency on the Winter SEL survey.

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
PROMOTING SEL FOR STUDENT IMPACT
Daily announcement introducing the inclusion traits, with a focus during community circle time which is built into the master
schedule. Friday Falcon message will inform parents and community of the inclusion trait of the month.
STRENGTHENING ADULT SEL CAPACITY
Staff meetings will begin with the inclusion trait of the month. Staff will participate in modeling community circles monthly until
January 2022. Counselor and Principal will have monthly class meetings for clarity and understanding of the inclusion trait of the
month.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

2nd Grade Math Goal
Achieve a 20% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By implementing A/B partner think pair-shares, 1-1 check ins, and on-going assessment, we will
increase from 1% to 20% of 2nd grade students who will meet proficiency, including 72% of Black,
Indigenous, and Students of Color, will use 2.NBT.A.1 Understand that the three digits of a three-digit
number represents amounts, of hundreds, tens, and one; eg., 706 equals 7 hundreds, 0 tends, and 6
ones, in 75% of computation problems or problem solving problems by the end of the unit.

Curriculum: the standards and units we are targeting
STANDARD: 2.NBT.A.1 Understand that the three digits of a three-digit number represent amounts of hundreds, tens, and ones; e.g.,
706 equals 7 hundreds, 0 tens, and 6 ones. Understand the following as special cases:
UNIT: Unit 3 Numbers Within 1,000: Place Value, Addition, and Subtraction

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
Differentiating instruction to support student learning (for example: manipulatives, hands on tasks, visual supports and anchor charts,
interactive note-booking, partner sharing)
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
Providing time for think-pair-share and sharing multiple mathematical models/strategies to support a variety of student learners.
(example: rough draft thinking, multiple students sharing strategies, multiple opportunities to show the learning)
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER III ON THESE STANDARDS
Pulling small groups and 1:1 conferring to support individual needs. (These are flexible and change based on student needs and daily
formative assessments)

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

2nd Grade ELA Goal
Achieve a 41% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By implementing A/B partner think pair-shares, differentiated small group instruction, 1-1 check ins,
and on-going assessments, we will increase from 26% to 41% of 2nd grade students who will meet
proficiency, including 75% of Black, Indigenous, and Students of Color, will use RL.2.7 Use
information gained from the illustrations and words in a print or digital text to demonstrate
understanding of its characters, setting or plot, in 75% of progress monitor checks and classroom
based assessments by the end of the unit.

Curriculum: the standards and units we are targeting
STANDARD: RL.2.7 Use information gained from the illustrations and words in a print or digital text to demonstrate understanding of
its characters, setting, or plot.
UNIT: Schoolwide Reading Fiction

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
Differentiating instruction to support student learning (for example: guided reading library, visual supports and anchor charts,
interactive note-booking, partner sharing)
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
Small group instruction based on student needs (for example: flexible grouping in guided reading books/novels; phonics and
vocabulary focus; sentence stems; comprehension strategies)
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER III ON THESE STANDARDS
Pulling small groups and 1:1 conferring to support individual needs. (These are flexible and change based on student needs and daily
formative assessments)

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

2nd Grade SEL Goal
Achieve a 65% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By January 28, 2022, 65% of Fern Hill students will demonstrate a positive response in social
awareness as measured by reporting almost always true or often true for the questions in the social
awareness competency on the Winter SEL survey.

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
PROMOTING SEL FOR STUDENT IMPACT
Daily announcement introducing the inclusion traits, with a focus during community circle time which is built into the master
schedule. Friday Falcon message will inform parents and community of the inclusion trait of the month
STRENGTHENING ADULT SEL CAPACITY
Staff meetings will begin with the inclusion trait of the month. Staff will participate in modeling community circles monthly until
January 2022. Counselor and Principal will have monthly class meetings for clarity and understanding of the inclusion trait of the
month.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

3rd Grade Math Goal
Achieve a 15% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

Math CAP Goal: By implementing number talks, Rough Draft Math discussion strategies, use of
manipulatives and math drawing, and presenting of multiple algorithms, we will increase students in
3rd grade from 0% to 15% in Math Content 3.OA.A.1 Interpret products of whole numbers.

Curriculum: the standards and units we are targeting
STANDARD: 3.OA.A.3 Use multiplication and division within 100 to solve word problems in situations involving equal groups, arrays,
and measurement quantities, e.g., by using drawings and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.
UNIT: Unit 2 Multiplication and Division: Concepts, Relationships, and Patterns

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
Facilitating whole class discussions using a Rough Draft Math model to encourage students to make connections between visual
models and numerical equations.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
Target students with misunderstanding for additional small group differentiated instruction or individual instruction as well as
assigning specific iReady lessons to further support learning.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER III ON THESE STANDARDS
Tier 3 students will be provided with small group differentiated students by support staff.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

3rd Grade ELA Goal
Achieve a 22% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By implementing stories from a variety of student’s cultures, providing equitable access to various
reading materials both at school and at home, using scaffolded graphic organizers, and teaching
sentence frames to promote Rough Draft thinking and discussions, we will increase students in 3rd
grade from 20.8 to 35% in RL 3.2 Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse
cultures; determine the central message, lessons, or moral and explain how it is conveyed through
key details in the text.

Curriculum: the standards and units we are targeting
STANDARD: RL.3.2 Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central message,
lesson, or moral and explain how it is conveyed through key details in the text.
UNIT: Schoolwide Reading Fiction

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
Facilitate discussion by using sentence starters and a Rough Draft mindset to enable students to gain a deeper understanding of the
text. Use Office 365, Schoology and/or additional apps to allow students to do a digital Think Pair Share.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
Use scaffolded graphic organizers to support students in organizing their thinking. Use digital versions when possible to support
students who have difficulty with handwriting. Teach students to share digital documents appropriately in order to collaborate and
share their thinking.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER III ON THESE STANDARDS
Support interventionist by incorporating phonics instruction when possible. Provide access to speech to text to encourage students
to write about their reading (as appropriate) or allowing students the opportunity to type when handwriting is difficult for them.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

3rd Grade SEL Goal
Achieve a 65% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By January 28, 2022, 65% of Fern Hill students will demonstrate a positive response in social
awareness as measured by reporting almost always true or often true for the questions in the social
awareness competency on the Winter SEL survey.

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
PROMOTING SEL FOR STUDENT IMPACT
Daily announcement introducing the inclusion traits, with a focus during community circle time which is built into the master
schedule. Friday Falcon message will inform parents and community of the inclusion trait of the month
STRENGTHENING ADULT SEL CAPACITY
Staff meetings will begin with the inclusion trait of the month. Staff will participate in modeling community circles monthly until
January 2022. Counselor and Principal will have monthly class meetings for clarity and understanding of the inclusion trait of the
month.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

4th Grade Math Goal
Achieve a 15% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

Smartie 4th Math: By implementing a variety of supportive instructional strategies such as Rough
Draft Thinking, number talks, try-discuss- connect routine, accountable student talk, math games
and ongoing assessments we will increase from 0% (0/35) proficient to 15% (5/35) in understanding
use of the four operations in whole numbers to solve problems. (4.OA.3 ) using i-Ready
comprehension checks, exit tickets, formative assessments and ISM by the end of the unit.

Curriculum: the standards and units we are targeting
STANDARD: 4.OA.A.3 Solve multistep word problems posed with whole numbers and having whole-number answers using the four
operations, including problems in which remainders must be interpreted. Represent these problems using equations with a letter
standing for the unknown quantity. Assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation strategies
including rounding.
UNIT: Unit 2 Operations: Multiplication, Division, and Algebraic Thinking

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
Whole group instruction in strategies and skills, number talks, rough draft thinking, accountable student talk focused on 4oa.a.3
(using Ready Classroom Mathematics and iReady Math pathways).
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
Small group instruction focusing on (4.oa. a.3 ) with manipulatives and games, adjusted iready lesson path covering the concepts
underlying (including problems with remainders, represent problems using equations with a letter standing for the unknown, assess
the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation strategies). Games lean more towards CRT practice and
increase student talk for accomplishing the SMPs.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER III ON THESE STANDARDS
Small group instruction focusing on 4.oa.a.3 - with manipulatives and games, prerequisite iready lesson path covering the concepts
underlying the use of the four operations with whole numbers to solve problems, (including problems with remainders, represent
problems using equations with a letter standing for the unknown, assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation
and estimation strategies)

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

4th Grade ELA Goal
Achieve a 15% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By implementing a variety of supportive instructional practices, such as Calkins student checklist,
conferring, peer to peer editing, ongoing assessments of Narr Writing using the k-5 Calkins rubric,
we will increase from 0% to 15% of 4th grade students will write narratives (W.3) to develop real or
imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details and clear sequences
as assessed by the K-5 Calkins rubric by the end of the unit.

Curriculum: the standards and units we are targeting
STANDARD: W.4.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details,
and clear event sequences.
UNIT: Schoolwide Writing Narrative Author Study

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
Based on the pre-assessment data, teachers will design whole group narrative craft and convention lessons using Schoolwide
resources, CRT strategies, Calkins writing resources (rubrics, checklists, anchor papers), culturally-relevant texts and multi-media
forms to design explicit narrative reading/writing instruction.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
Accelerated Conferring cycles with students 1-2 grade level below as shown on the k-5 Calkins rubric, use of Calkins student checklist
to host student goal setting. 1:1 conferring with mentor texts/anchor papers to guide students understanding; Mentor feedback
(focus on student strengths and have students pair up to provide peer-peer feedback using the rubrics/checklists); Anchor charts
showing components of narrative writing and writing process (rough draft thinking)
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER III ON THESE STANDARDS
LRC, Interv and ELL teachers will support components of narrative writing, Accelerated Conferring cycles with students 2 plus grades
below GL as shown on the k-5 Calkins rubric, use of Calkins student checklist to host student goal setting. Promote Memoir/Narrative
writing based on small moments in the students’ lives and experiences

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

4th Grade SEL Goal
Achieve a 65% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By January 28, 2022, 65% of Fern Hill students will demonstrate a positive response in social
awareness as measured by reporting almost always true or often true for the questions in the social
awareness competency on the Winter SEL survey.

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
PROMOTING SEL FOR STUDENT IMPACT
Daily announcement introducing the inclusion traits, with a focus during community circle time which is built into the master
schedule. Friday Falcon message will inform parents and community of the inclusion trait of the month
STRENGTHENING ADULT SEL CAPACITY
Staff meetings will begin with the inclusion trait of the month. Staff will participate in modeling community circles monthly until
January 2022. Counselor and Principal will have monthly class meetings for clarity and understanding of the inclusion trait of the
month.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

5th Grade Math Goal
Achieve a 15% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By implementing a variety of supportive instructional strategies such as rough draft thinking,
number talks, Try-Discuss-Connect routine, accountable student talk, math games, iready lesson
path and ongoing assessments we will increase from 0% 5th grade students at proficient to 15%
proficient in understanding the concepts of volume and relate volume to multiplication and to
addition (standard 5.MD.C.5) using iReady comprehension checks, exit tickets, formative
assessments and iSM by the end of the unit.

Curriculum: the standards and units we are targeting
STANDARD: 5.MD.C.5 Relate volume to the operations of multiplication and addition and solve real world and mathematical problems
involving volume.
UNIT: Unit 1 Whole Number Operations: Volume, Multiplication, and Division

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
Whole group instruction in strategies and skills, number talks, rough draft thinking, accountable student talk focused on MD.C.5
volume (using Ready Classroom Mathematics and iReady Math pathways).
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
Small group instruction focusing on MD.C.5 with manipulatives and games, adjusted iready lesson path covering the concepts
underlying volume of a rectangular prism, and interactive tutorials. Games lean more towards CRT practice and increase student talk
for accomplishing the SMPs.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER III ON THESE STANDARDS
Small group instruction with manipulatives and games, prerequisite iready lesson path covering the concepts underlying volume of a
rectangular prism and multiplication as repeated addition.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

5th Grade ELA Goal
Achieve a 15% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By implementing a variety of supportive instructional practices, such as Calkins student checklist,
conferring, peer to peer editing, ongoing assessments of Narr Writing using the k-5 Calkins rubric,
we will increase from 0% to 15% of 5th grade students will write narratives (W.3) to develop real or
imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details and clear sequences
as assessed by the K-5 Calkins rubric by the end of the unit.

Curriculum: the standards and units we are targeting
STANDARD: W.5.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details,
and clear event sequences.
UNIT: Schoolwide Writing Narrative Memoir

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
Based on the pre-assessment data, teachers will design whole group narrative craft and convention lessons using Schoolwide
resources, CRT strategies, Calkins writing resources (rubrics, checklists, anchor papers), culturally-relevant texts and multi-media
forms to design explicit narrative reading/writing instruction.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
Accelerated Conferring cycles with students 1-2 grade level below as shown on the k-5 Calkins rubric, use of Calkins student checklist
to host student goal setting. 1:1 conferring with mentor texts/anchor papers to guide students understanding; Mentor feedback
(focus on student strengths and have students pair up to provide peer-peer feedback using the rubrics/checklists); Anchor charts
showing components of narrative writing and writing process (rough draft thinking)
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER III ON THESE STANDARDS
LRC, Interv and ELL teachers will support components of narrative writing, Accelerated Conferring cycles with students 2 plus grades
below GL as shown on the k-5 Calkins rubric, use of Calkins student checklist to host student goal setting. Promote Memoir/Narrative
writing based on small moments in the students’ lives and experiences

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

5th Grade SEL Goal
Achieve a 65% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By January 28, 2022, 65% of Fern Hill students will demonstrate a positive response in social
awareness as measured by reporting almost always true or often true for the questions in the social
awareness competency on the Winter SEL survey.

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
PROMOTING SEL FOR STUDENT IMPACT
Daily announcement introducing the inclusion traits, with a focus during community circle time which is built into the master
schedule. Friday Falcon message will inform parents and community of the inclusion trait of the month
STRENGTHENING ADULT SEL CAPACITY
Staff meetings will begin with the inclusion trait of the month. Staff will participate in modeling community circles monthly until
January 2022. Counselor and Principal will have monthly class meetings for clarity and understanding of the inclusion trait of the
month.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

Kindergarten Math Goal
Achieve a 70% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By implementing a variety of supportive instructional practices (such as high quality lesson planning
using Ready Classroom, small group reteaching opportunities, problem solving approach using the
try-discuss-connect routine and ongoing formative assessment), kindergarten students will count to
tell the number of objects and name/identify numbers 1-10 and improve from 55% proficient to 70%
proficient on the WaKids Number Recognition Data by the end of January 2022.

Curriculum: the standards and units we are targeting
STANDARD: K.CC.B.4 Understand the relationship between numbers and quantities; connect counting to cardinality.
UNIT: Unit 1 Numbers 0-5: Counting, Writing, and Comparing

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
By implementing high quality collaborative planning using the Ready Classroom Curriculum, creating mathematically rigorous
learning experiences where classroom teachers ask open-ended questions and encourage peer discussions, and using manipulatives
or pictorial models within lessons, teachers will use whole group, partner and small group instruction to support students in
understanding counting to tell the number of objects to ensure students are able to count objects and understand the relationship
between numbers and quantities to 10 through modeling with mathematics and attending to precision. Additionally, students will
monitor their progress by setting goals for number recognition and counting and feedback will be given by classroom teachers
approximately twice a month during 1:1 conferring.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
Twice a week for 15 minutes, students will meet in a math small group to work on K.CC.B.4 (count to tell the number of objects).
Students in the small group will work on reviewing the math strategies presented during whole group instruction and provide
additional reteaching opportunities where students will work with manipulatives, white boards, songs/chants, and physical strategies
understanding the relationship between numbers and quantities to 10. Students will focus on making representations/models of the
quantity and attend to precision when counting and naming numbers.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER III ON THESE STANDARDS
Learning opportunities focused on counting to tell the number of objects will be provided during the students' math intervention class
(approximately 25-30 minutes daily) and aligned with the IEP goals around the standard.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

Kindergarten ELA Goal
Achieve a 17% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By implementing a variety of supportive instructional strategies, such as Whole Group Lucy Caulkin
Phonics instruction, small group guided reading and skill instruction, EL and reading interventions,
1:1 conferring, and ongoing assessments, kindergarten students will improve from a 2% proficiency
level for letter recognition (K.RF.4) to a 17% proficiency level by January 2022.

Curriculum: the standards and units we are targeting
STANDARD: RF.K.4 Read emergent-reader texts with purpose and understanding.
UNIT: Phonics Unit 2 Word Scientists

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
By implementing explicit phonics instruction, using collaborative learning to foster peer learning, and exposing students to learning
letters through visual, auditory and kinesthetic experiences, teachers will use whole group, partner and small group instruction to
support students in understanding letter recognition skills to ensure students are able to demonstrate knowledge of letter-sound
correspondence through identifying letters and sounds with a focus on accuracy. Additionally, students will monitor their progress by
setting a goal and feedback will be given during 1:1 conferring meetings twice a month.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
By implementing additional differentiated small group instruction two-three times a week that uses manipulatives (e.g., magnetic
letters, letter tiles, etc), songs/chants to enhance memory, and alphabet games (e.g., letter identification Bingo, matching lower case
and upper case letters, etc.), students will participate in additional practice with letter-sound correspondence which supports
students in understanding letter recognition skills to ensure students are able to identify letters and their sounds with accuracy.
During small group support and 1:1 instruction, teacher and students will discuss student growth so students can monitor their
progress.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER III ON THESE STANDARDS
Students will receive learning opportunities focused on letter identification/sounds during intervention class (approx. 25
minutes/day). Students will receive interventions based on their English Language Learning plan and their IEP accommodations and
modifications.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

Kindergarten SEL Goal
Achieve a 65% pass rate for the selected standard by the end of the quarter.

By January 28, 2022, 65% of Fern Hill students will demonstrate a positive response in social
awareness as measured by reporting almost always true or often true for the questions in the social
awareness competency on the Winter SEL survey.

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
PROMOTING SEL FOR STUDENT IMPACT
Daily announcement introducing the inclusion traits, with a focus during community circle time which is built into the master
schedule. Friday Falcon message will inform parents and community of the inclusion trait of the month
STRENGTHENING ADULT SEL CAPACITY
Staff meetings will begin with the inclusion trait of the month. Staff will participate in modeling community circles monthly until
January 2022. Counselor and Principal will have monthly class meetings for clarity and understanding of the inclusion trait of the
month.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

Behavior Goal
Ensure 95% of students have behaviors NOT resulting in suspension or expulsion.

By implementing restorative practices at Fern Hill Elementary, we will increase 1% of students to
100% of students schoolwide who are kept in school rather than being excluded from school. We
will use daily inclusion traits, restore at the door, parent conferences for resets, morning meetings,
restorative practices in the classroom and school settings, as well as community circles which
includes parents and community meetings to create positive spaces for students to solve their
problems and school.

Root Cause Analysis
Equity is being addressed by the restorative process. Student voice and parents lens will be utilized and heard to meet the needs of
their specific students as well as advocating and navigating the systems will be discussed in community circles with parents, staff,
and community members.

Steps: how we will accomplish this goal
ACTION STEP INTRODUCTION
Restorative Practices in schools eliminate exclusion by providing opportunities to build trust among students and staff and increase
engagement in the learning community. By implementing restorative practices with students, through morning meetings, restorative
circles, make it right conversations, and parent support this will increase academic engagement and decrease inclusion from 1% to
100%.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER I ON THESE STANDARDS
Introduction to restoring schoolwide (30 days of restorative practices), training for teachers from Resolutions NW and Whole Child
coaches beginning by the end of the quarter, teacher who are trained send weekly strategies, behavior and intervention flow chart,
modeling restore at the door for staff and students as well as restorative circles.
SUPPORTING STUDENTS AT TIER II ON THESE STANDARDS
All teachers will have skills and strategies to implement restorative practices and systems and supports will reflect this by first term
in 22-23.

